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1 Background
Our client is SEB, a leading Nordic financial services group founded in 1856. SEB is serving
and advising 4,4 million customers in Nordics, Baltics, and Germany with strong focus on
institutional and corporate clients.

Our case study is about lending business, one of bank’s major areas of business. In general,
most of the debts will be paid back in time. However, there are also cases where customers
default, meaning they are unable to pay back parts or the full amount of the loan due to
financial distress. After customers default there are two possible outcomes. They might be
able resolve their financial problems and continue with the payments, or they are unable
to resolve the issues and go bankrupt. In the case of bankruptcy, banks might be able
to recover remaining debt by selling collateral or from other possible sources. [1] For this
project we are focusing on the probability of default (PD) and will not go further to examine
bankruptcy or resolving procedures.

Credit losses can have serious impact on bank’s business. In order to protect their business
from potential losses, banks estimate the probability for such events and set aside capital
to absorb losses. PD is one of the major components of credit loss estimation. Currently,
SEB is using Merton-Vasicek one factor model to estimate PDs:

PIT = Φ

[
Φ−1(TTC) +√ρZ

√
1− ρ

]
The model estimates point-in-time (PIT) PD under certain economic circumstances by
through-the-cycle (TTC) idiosyncratic risk, systematic risk Z, and sensitivity of the cus-
tomer to the economical environment ρ [2]. Currently, SEB uses single economic driver and
a single sensitivity variable and applies that into a large portfolio.

Although the above-mentioned method works in normal economic conditions, the COVID-
19 pandemic has created additional complications. Firstly, it has been observed that some
sectors have received negative credit rating actions such as leisure and transport while other
sectors such as technology and utilities have experienced rating affirmations [3]. Secondly,
size and rating are also factors as smaller firms with lower credit rating are more affected
by economic downturn [4, 5]. Lastly, SEB also noted that the actual default rates are lower
than predicted, implying that government support also play a role.

Our task is to improve the existing Merton-Vasicek model to account for the differences in
sensitivities across sectors, rating and size, as well as the impact COVID-19 government
supports.

2 Objectives
The goal of the project is to enhance the existing Merton-Vasicek model of SEB to fit better
to the new macro-economic environment under the COVID-19 pandemic. Currently, the
model is used to calculate the probability of default under certain economic circumstances
in a one-year horizon and SEB is using the single economic driver and a single sensitivity
variable applied in a large customer portfolio. Our focus is to find a way to implement
changes in the model to improve results during periods of changing correlations. Changes
will be explored on a level of economic environment, sectors, and credit quality of individual
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clients. Finally, we also seek to find a way to implement the effects of governments’ COVID-
19 support on the probability of default.

Our main goals are the following:

• Calibration of the Merton-Vasicek model on a risk rating level

• Calibration of the Merton-Vasicek model on industry/sector level

• Implementation of sector level stress testing

• Creating a metric for COVID-19 government support and integrate into newly built
model to predict PDs

3 Tasks and schedule
Our main tasks are and tentative timeline for the project is as followed:

By the delivery date of the project plan

• Conduct literature review

• Perform exploratory data analysis with sample data

• Find alternative data sources

By the delivery date of the interim report

• Set up data processing pipeline

• Perform hypothesis testing to determine effects of ratings and sectors

• Replicate SEB model

• Experiment with new models, different calibration methods, and clustering of compa-
nies

By the delivery date of the final report

• Complete the model that includes the impact of COVID-19 government support

• Validate and test for sensitivity

• Finalize results and final report

The core tasks of the projects revolve around the development and testing of new models
that account for ratings and sectors, which are expected to take a large portion of our time.
Other tasks such as processing and finding new data, while take less time, can be carried
out in parallel through out the project. Our complete schedule is available in the GANTT
chart on the appendix page.

4 Resources
The team consists of four students with background in mathematics and operations research,
engineering, and data science. Overall, the team has the good technical background that is
required to work on the project. Furthermore, as there is also a diversity in each student’s
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field of specialization, which can result in more effective team work. Members can choose
tasks that are most suitable to their own strength, and offer multiple perspectives on the
subject.

The project owner is Roger Stahlman from SEB. Roger has introduced us to the project and
equipped us with the appropriate background knowlegde on the first two initial meetings.
He will also provide data as well as giving feedback and guidance where possible during the
course of the project. Professor Ahti Salo and teaching assistant Patrik Lahti will also help
with guiding us and monitoring our progress.

Our tentative source of data is Global Credit Data (GCD), which aggregates data collected
its from member banks. GCD data is anonymized and comes with well defined structures
and labeling, which would serve as a good starting point for the project. Access to internal
data from SEB is also possible through Roger if the need arises.

In term of tools, we have a good selection of programming languages such as Python or
R that comes with a variety of well supported packages. Propriety tools such as Matlab
could also be considered with access from Aalto. For computing power, aside from our own
personal computers, we also have remote access to work stations and light computing servers
that the university provides.
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5 Risks
In our project, there are mainly risks relating to data and model quality, and communica-
tion. Specific risks are evaluated in term of probability, effects, and mitigation strategies in
Table 1.

Risk Probability Effect Impact Mitigation Strategy
Poor data qual-
ity or incomplete
data

Low Decrease quality of
final solution

High Careful inspection of
data, filter and clean
data

Delay in data pro-
vision

High Shorten time of de-
veloping and test-
ing models

High Active communication
with contact person

Model too com-
plex for the scope
of the course

Moderate Too wide problem
to solve for the al-
located time

High Clear formulation and
scoping of the prob-
lem. Establish explicit
goals.

Model incor-
porates too
simplified model
assumptions

Moderate Model pictures not
the goals of the
project, client not
satisfied with the
solution

High Clear Communication
with the client and
agreeing on model as-
sumptions

Model does not
describes the ob-
served phenomena

Low Model can be use-
less for the client

High Discussing the assump-
tions and interim re-
sults with the client

Data security Low NDA contract vio-
lation

High Local data manage-
ment, risk assessment
preceding deadlines

Inadequate com-
munication be-
tween team
members

Moderate Resentment due to
imbalance in work-
load between team
members, misun-
derstandings

Moderate Regular communica-
tion between team
members and manager
and scheduling

Insufficient com-
munication be-
tween team and
client

Moderate Client not satisfied
with the solution

High Regular communica-
tion with the client

Team member
inactivity or
dropout

Low High workload for
other team mem-
bers

High Good communication
between the project
manager and the rest
of the team. Clear
schedule.

Table 1: Evaluation of risks
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Appendices

Figure 1: Project schedule. The full schedule can be accessed here
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16aHdfAzfJPjlHv_YVdkRaCoS0vwP8XrvHie2FoQshgw/edit?usp=sharing
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